Our family
Our family has been involved in viticulture and
wine-making in the Villány wine region since

Our accommodation started off in 1996 . Through
continuous development and thanks to an increasing role in wine tourism, it had transformed
into a 4-star hotel.

1850. The love of wine and skill in making it has
been handed down from father to son for nine

Hotel Ermitage

generations.

Bock Hotel Ermitage provides refreshing accommodation, whether for families, individuals or
those passionate about wine culture.

The conference and other rooms are ideal for business events and training courses. The rooms are
equipped with flipcharts, projectors, DVD players,
loudspeakers and Wi-Fi.

Wellness

Our plantations are among the best situated estates of the Villány wine-making region (Jam-

The facilities in our wellness section (pool, Finnish

mertál, Kopár, Bocor, Csillagvölgy, Fekete-hegy,

sauna, infra sauna, steam cabin, Jacuzzi, ice foun-

Ördögárok). In addition to the red wines typical of

tain) are free of charge for our hotel guests.

the wine region our wine list is made more exciting and varied by a number of whites and rosés.

Our hotel has 27 rooms accommodating 58 peo-

Our hotel offers a variety of massages (refreshing,

ple, a Mediterranean patio, two conference rooms,

vinotherapeutic) and cosmetic treatments to en-

a wellness section, a playground and a park to

sure relaxation and energizing refreshment.

stroll in.
Most rooms can be fitted with a spare bed, and
children’s beds can be supplied on request. For
the youngest guests we have provided a play corner within the hotel and an outdoor playground.
The entire area of the hotel is obstacle free, and
there are lifts between reception and the rooms
to ease movement.

Óbor Restaurant

Tour of our cellar

The Bock Óbor Étterem (Vintage Wine Restaurant):

All our guests are given a tour of our cellar, where

rustic and homely in design, it welcomes all those

they can observe the various phases of wine-mak-

looking for outstanding wines and fine food. Our

ing. Our 100-metre-long cellar leads to our circular

restaurant is an ideal venue for get-togethers for
families and friends or for romantic wine suppers.
From spring to autumn the Mediterranean atmosphere of Villány can be enjoyed on our homely
patio. Our menu is continually being refreshed,
while our excellent chefs ensure that visitors here
are given a memorable gastronomic experience of
cellar with its remarkable acoustics, an excellent
venue for award-giving ceremonies, weddings, special wine-tastings and concerts.

exciting flavours. Professional assistance is given
in choosing the right wine for each course by our

BOCK HOTEL ERMITAGE & ÓBOR RESTAURANT
7773 Villány, Batthyány str. 15.

experienced, qualified sommeliers. Our menu can

INFORMATION

be found on our website in three languages, and

Telephone: +36 72 492 919

there is the option of online table reservation.

Hotel Ermitage &
Óbor RESTAURANT

recepcio@bock.hu

www.bock.hu

www.bock.hu

